Non-Competitive groups will not progress to Semi Finals or Finals.

## WINDS PRELIMS TO SEMIS

### Winds Classes
- Junior / Regional A / A / Open / World
  - Scholastic and Independent World – 100% advance to Semi Finals
  - Scholastic and Independent Open – 75% advance to Semi Finals
  - Scholastic and Independent A / Regional A / Junior – 50% advance to Semi Finals

- Should a group be competing in the wrong class, the Director of Winds will advise the group director. A group may be reclassified to any class.

- A minimum of three (3) per class per weekly event will progress to Semi Finals. In cases where applying the semi-finalist percentages would eliminate only one (1) group, all groups would advance to Semi Finals.

- The percentage is rounded to the nearest whole number when determining the number of semi-finalists.

- Full recaps for all competing winds classes will be available on WGI.org following the event.

### Winds Concert Ensembles
- Those ensembles who receive a “Superior” Final Rating will advance to Semi Finals.

- A minimum of three (3) per class per weekly event will progress to Semi Finals.

- A list of concert ensembles who progress to Semi Finals will be published on wgi.org after the event.

Winds groups only need to qualify once for advancement. If entered in multiple events, the winds group that has already advanced will not factor in to the next group of advancing winds group.

Those groups who progress to Semis Finals from the Group Competitive Prelims Week 1 & Group Competitive Prelims Week 2 will go into the Group Competitive Semi Finals “A” on April 3-4

Those groups who progress to Semis Finals from the Group Competitive Prelims Week 3 & Group Competitive Prelims Week 4 will go into the Group Competitive Semi Finals “B” on April 10-11
WINDS SEMIS TO FINALS

Winds Classes

- Junior / Regional A / A / Open / World
  - Scholastic and Independent World – 100% advance to Finals
  - Scholastic and Independent Open – 75% advance to Finals
  - Scholastic and Independent A / Regional A / Junior – 50% advance to Finals

- A minimum of three (3) per class per semi-final event will progress to finals. In cases where applying the finalist percentages would eliminate only one (1) group, all groups would advance to Semi Finals.

- The percentage is rounded to the nearest whole number when determining the number of finalists.

- Full recaps for all competing winds classes will be available on WGI.org following the event.

Winds Concert Ensembles

- Those ensembles who receive a Superior Final Rating will advance to Finals.

- A minimum of three (3) per class per semi-finals event will progress to finals.

- A list of Concert Ensembles who progress to finals will be published on WGI.org following each Semi Final event.

- **Finals Only:** One Outstanding Performer per class will be selected from the finalists and published on WGI.org.

Those groups who progress from semi-finals to finals; all finals will be held on April 17-18.